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FOREWORD

I

n the middle of intense urban development, corporatization

but for the future of the Earth and humanity in general.

and fast-paced lifestyle, emerged a new way of life.

Presenting the developments by Organo - a way of

A life we’d long forgotten. A life that connects past with the

life for the passionate, conscious and conscientious

present. A life that is vital not just for our future

denizens.

Co-creating eco-habitats that celebrate THE living
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6 years ago, FHD consultants had emerged as a market

commercial reasons, but because there was a problem to

leader in the fields of architecture & interior design.

solve. Fertile lands were being converted to farmhouses,

Metaphor had evolved into a successful construction firm

and farming was being abandoned.

specialising in high-end homes and interiors in South India.
We were designing buildings and advising large developers

Here was a problem to solve and an opportunity to make

on how to build better environments that catered to the

a difference. FHD Consultants designed and Metaphor built

needs & aspirations of our end-users. But advice at the

Naandi, driven by Organo. During this journey, we had to

end of the day was just that…advice. And the influence

sprout other businesses & efforts that closed the loop,

we could wield to change the built environments wasn’t

in terms of living solutions. Like Organo Farm Store, out-

as much as we had hoped for. The changes and impact we

reach programs to convert farmers into organic farming,

had were incremental but we were getting impatient…

and Organo Facilities Management.

There was a reason for that impatience.

Organo Naandi has gone on to become an award-winning
sustainable community and has been recognized on a

We had realized that we didn’t want to just design buildings,

global stage by World Green Building Council.

we wanted to design living solutions. We wanted to solve

Do have a look to know more https://www.youtube.com/

problems...real problems. And that meant, putting people

watch?reload=9&v=yjSNQ1NOwcg

in the centre and organizing design, real estate, food, wellbeing and services around them. The time had come to

We are ready to lead the change. All our companies are

initiate a paradigm shift in the way we live.

revving their engines and gearing up for the next phase. We
are heading towards exciting times. And we are privileged

Our first step in this journey was Organo Naandi, where we

to be walking along with you in this exciting journey, as the

implemented the 7 strands of sustainability (Sapthapatha).

torch bearers of Rurban Living.

We stepped into real estate development, not because of

NAGESH BATTULA

VIJAYA DURGA ADIGOPULA

Founder, Managing Director

Co-Founder, Director
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ECO-COMMUNITY LIVING

We feel it is a good idea to share
this highly insightful article to

reiterate the efforts we need to
make consistently in order for us, as
a group, to continue to walk the talk
sustainably.
Eight Steps to Creating your Own

specifics of the community, its

my vision for the community here:

location, purpose, and composition.

Great love, great persistence, great

These guidelines here, focus on

patience. Patience is the hardest of

where we perceive the need to be.

all!”

The social process of eco-village

It helps to recognize right from the

development.

start that a community is always a

ECO-HABITATS

Sustainable Community
-by Robert Gilman

1. Recognize It will be a journey
and enjoy it If you have an “eco-

You might think that guidelines for

village dream”, and focus too

eco-village development would

strongly on the desired end result,

mostly have to do with their “eco”

you set yourself and others up for

aspect. That is, how to handle the

frustration and disappointment.

bio-system and built environment.

The process of community

These are certainly important

development takes time, usually

but in researching this issue and

many years ! Joan Halifx, director

interviewing many people with

of the Ojai Foundation, speaks for

extensive community experience,

many community founders in the

we have learned that the physical

following story: “The Dalai Lama

systems are the easiest part. They

told me in an interview that there

are also the most variable. The

were three conditions that would

details depend strongly on the

make it possible to accomplish

NEWSLETTER
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process of change, and it is best

to build solid Interpersonal

to honor and enjoy the process.

relationships, mutual
understanding, caring, and

2. Develop a vision and keep

trust. Building rich relationships

vdeveloping it: A clear, shared

isn’t necessarily easy, but,

vision is one of the most

doing things together;

important kinds of glue a group
can have. For a vision to work

eating, singing, dancing, telling

as glue, however, it needs to

life stories, traveling, facilitates

be more than an intellectual

the process much faster than

construct. At its best, a vision

meetings!

gives voice to the full essence
and deeply-felt purpose of

4. Make the “whole-system”

the group. There are many

challenge explicit: Once the

ways of developing a vision

group has begun to clarify its

(and a vision statement), but

vision and build relationships,

however arrived at, the vision

get the group oriented to

will be most effective if each

the tasks that need to be

member of the group feels a

accomplished. Personality style

resounding personal “Yes!” in

conflicts may arise here. Some

response to it. Keep the vision

prefer to begin with planning,

alive by revisiting it regularly, as

others would rather plunge in

a group, to see whether it still

and experiment. The challenge

feels right.

for the group as a whole is to
get these two tendencies into

3. Build relationships

a constructive relationship, so

and bonding: The other

that they contribute to each

fundamental glue for a group

other. You’ll need both.

comes from the heart. It is vital

5. Get help to become more self-reliant: Knowledge about
sustainable community development is growing so quickly
that it is unlikely the founding group will know everything.
For some specific topics, such as building details, it may
make sense to depend entirely on outside expertise. On
many other topics, however, it makes sense to work within
in your group. Include plenty of time and resources in
your budget for group learning about how to do things,
how to manage tasks, and how to build group process and
interpersonal skills. Lack of management or process skills is
the number one reason communities fail.

NEWSLETTER
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6. Develop clear procedures:

tasks required to develop its

Community should be an

eco-village or sustainable

adventure among friends,

community qualities, and

not an exercise in bureaucracy.

many important balances to
be maintained:

The painful experience of manyv
groups makes it clear, however,

(a) Between “group” and

that a little bureaucracy is

“private”. People need some

both necessary and helpful.

of each, often in changing

Specifically, it is wise to develop

quantities.

clear, written procedures for
decision making, resolving

(b) Between today and

disputes, handling finances,

tomorrow. If not well paced,

and determining membership.

the group could either do too

Perhaps even more important is

much too soon and exhaust

to develop “meta-procedures”

itself, or procrastinate and

for making changes to these

become a debating society.

(and other) procedures.
Groups change, so plan on
changing your procedures too!
Frequently at first, more slowly
later as the group matures.
7. Maintain balance - sustainably:
Once the group is formed,
there will be many specific

(c) Between “hardware” and
“software”. Some people are drawn
to images of solar homes and
permaculture gardens, others are
most interested in the feeling of
community. One aspect or another
may need to be emphasized at
different times, but the success
of the community depends on
their balanced development and a
shared appreciation for both.

NEWSLETTER
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(d) Among love, light, and will.
Every community can benefit from
cultivating the positive qualities of
the heart (bonding, caring, trust),
the mind (clarity of understanding,
vision, integrity), and the will (the
ability to act with courage and
effectiveness). The challenge is to
integrate them in a balanced way.
Affirming the importance of this
balance within the vision of the
group can be a powerful touchstone
for assessing the readjusting group
progress.
complement each other in ways that

Boundaries may blur, but if the

(e) Among different learning and

will be liberating for each person. In

future benefits are high, it is

cognitive styles. We can hardly

wrong relationships, they lead to

generally an investment. If the

emphasize enough the importance

endless power struggles.

benefits are primarily here and now,
it is current consumption.

of developing clear understandings
in the group of the many ways that

(f) Among current consumption,

people are different. Most of the

investment & service. Sustainability

Healthy living and avoiding burn-

disagreements within groups have to

is fundamentally about fairness and

out require a balance of both. The

do with arguments over learning and

balance across time. One of the most

spirit of sustainable service provides

cognitive styles, not over matters

concrete ways to express to express

a healthy antidote for imbalances

of substance. For example, some

this is through a balance among

in either direction. Service focuses

people would rather talk and then

expenditure of time as well as

beyond the self and can thus lift

act, others would rather act and then

money: current consumption (from

one beyond self-centered current

talk, still others just want to act, and

food to entertainment), investment

consumption. At the same time,

of course there are always those who

(from building to education), and

sustainable service suggests that

just want to talk. Such differences,

service to others (which may involve

some current consumption is

working in the right relationship, can

either current consumption or

necessary to nurture today’s server,

investment).

so that he or she can serve tomorrow
as well.

“Service focuses beyond the self and can

thus lift one beyond self-centered current
consumption

“

NEWSLETTER
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8. Be open and honest:

approaches can both work.

essentially never happens

needed visible leadership.

Finally, the evidence

What doesn’t work, what

in human groups. There is

A healthier approach is to

is strong that for many

gets communities into

always a “power gradient”,

acknowledge what is,

communityissues including

trouble, is when the public

with some people having

while also honoring one’s

the always sensitive

story no longer fits the

more influence than others.

ideals. The group may also

issues of sex, power, and

private behavior, especially

The attempt to maintain the

find that it can reformulate

money, what you do is less

if those in leadership

fiction of complete equality

its ideals in a way that

important than how openly

positions are the ones

can lead to a collective

better honors their deep

and honestly you do it.

breaking the rules.

denial of the actual

meaning (for example,

dynamics in the group.

equal fairness for all may

For example, some

The issue of power provides

successful communities are

another good example.

based on celibacy, while

be more important than
The paradox (and tragedy)

equal power) and better fits

of such a situation is that

the complex truth of their
experience.

others are based on group

Many communities adopt

it encourages “hidden”

marriages.

the ideal of complete

abuses of power while at

equality of power. But, in

the same time suppressing

Now take another look at

fact, such equality

and discouraging genuinely

Step One, and you’re on

These seemingly opposite

your way!

“ What you do is

less important than
how openly and
honestly you do it

“

NEWSLETTER
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WHO IS ORGANO?

A

group of passionate architects,

revived by

program. We, at Organo, strongly

organic farming professionals,

choosing to build a community

believe that it is the need of the

organic product makers and other

which occupies only 10% ground

hour to do our bit in reversing the

experts from diverse and related

coverage while leaving 90%

current damage to our mother

fields have come together to make

of land to create organic food

earth.

Organo, a pioneering model that

forest. Organo’s meaningful

will inspire a whole generation to

change started by converting

shift to the organic way of life. It is

surrounding villages to Organic

an earnest attempt to re-establish

Farming through its outreach

connection with the lost thread

programs. By implementing

of value systems, indigenous

Permaculture and Vedic organic

knowledge and technologies native

farming recommended companion

to our land and harmonizing it to

cropping, we promoted bio

today’s necessities. This should be

diversity by detoxifying the soil

the start of a change that will help

contaminations. High oxygenating

in conservation and enhancement

plants & trees improved air quality.

of ecology in the surroundings and

These are a few important aspects

may be even further, in days to

that helped in creating a positive

come.

impact.

“

As environmental
enthusiasts and design
professionals, we intend
to develop sustainable
communities, where the
mere aspect living acts
as a positive contribution
to the health of
mankind

“

The foundation of our business
is built on Triple Bottomline

In the world of high-rises & high

Providing free skill development,

Philosophy. And to accomplish

destiny constructions, Organo is

creating employment

this, we question how our product

a brand that envisioned a way to

opportunities, enabling farmers

responds to the People who

Counter Urbanization through its

getting higher returns by

are going to inhabit it and the

Rurban Communes. The age old

connecting them directly to

objectives of this project boil down

ancient eco living by integrating

consumers, have been a few

to 7 identifying factors that help us

7 strands of sustainability was

important initiatives of this

to pursue our goal - Sapthapatha.

NEWSLETTER
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WHAT IS SAPTHAPATHA?

A

s environmental enthusiasts and design professionals,

this project boil down to seven identifying factors that

we intend to develop sustainable communities, where

help us to pursue our goal. The ethos of our developments

the mere aspect living acts as a positive contribution to the

has a context in reality and the physical world. For a

health of mankind. The foundation of our business is built

better understanding of how to meet these goals, we have

on Triple Bottomline Philosophy. And to accomplish this,

assigned markers and checkpoints as those parameters

we question how our product responds to the People who

that we believe directly contribute towards passive health

are going to inhabit it and the objectives of

and a holistic living.

Food
People

Water

Shelter

Air

Energy
NEWSLETTER
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SEVEN STRANDS OF SUSTAINABLE LIVING

S

ustainability is on the top

The driving belief is that the choices

of priority list for many

we make as individuals, within

organisations and this is especially

our local communities, and at the

true at Organo Naandi.

state and national levels, impact
the condition of our environment.
Organo’s primary and end endeavour

guiding principle for all the work.

is to protect air, water, land and
ecological systems to safeguard

At Organo, sustainability is based on a

individual health and foster a

simple principle:

sustainable future.

Everything we need for our survival
and well-being depends, either

In order to reduce environmental

directly or indirectly, on our natural

footprint, energy footprint and

environment. To pursue sustainability

community’s footprint, Organo has

is to create and maintain the

identified seven different aspects of

conditions under which humans

Sustainability called Saptha Patha.

and nature can exist in productive

Organo seamlessly integrates these

harmony to support present and

seven strands of sustainable

future generations.

living in all our communities.

NEWSLETTER

“ SapthaPathas

maintain a dynamic
balance & harmonize
nature’s grand
symphony

“

It isn’t a part of the work; it’s the
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THE ORGANO PRINCIPLE
FOOD

WATER

Food without using any antibiotics, growth hormones

Effective watershed measures to enhance the

and non- organic feed for the farm animals & crops.

catchment areas and conservative usage at all
levels with the help of passive technologies.

AIR
Fresh outdoor air naturally cooled, with earth as the heat
sink.

EARTH
Earth and soils are conserved and built organically to
help increase the soil health natural farming is a real
time practice.

ENERGY
Self-reliant 100% net -zero clean tech energy systems

SHELTER

designed to meet the community’s loads.

The Organo shelters are designed to optimize the
spaces and to encourage better interaction with

PEOPLE

nature & invite nature in.

People and the way they live are important aspects of the
community, their interactions within and outside. Their
involvement in social welfare is an essential criterion.

become a major contributor to several problems that
damage our planet today. Enjoyment of urban edge at the
cost of eliminating the important aspects of our ecosystem

NEWSLETTER

“

has become the core of modern lifestyle.

“

We collaborated with social scientists,
ecologists, agriculturists and sustainable
consultants and formed Organo with a
fundamental vision of “Counter Urbanization”.
An initiative to align mankind to live in the most
natural form, promoting biodiversity and an “all
inclusive” living that gives back to Nature.

“

“

Urbanization is one of the outcomes which has also
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PEOPLE, PLANET & PROSPERITY

T

he principle belief system that

• Create Rurban Communities

Businesses. An outreach initiative

governs our business is aligned

that stands for “all inclusive“

which helps in protecting and

living. A medium through which

supports in building confidence

urban dwellers impact Rural India

among the fast depleting rural

• Bringing a paradigm shift

and create a mutually beneficial

agricultural fraternity, which

to Counter Urbanization and

ecosystem For instance, the

contributes to the critical needs

inspire urban dwellers towards

dependable workforce to meet

of mankind such as food, ground

Responsible and Sustainable

the essential needs of urban

water, clean air etc.

Eco-Living. Integrate Saptha Patha

dwellers in such Rurban Communes

(7 Strands of Sustainability) that

come from local villages which

For instance, Organo Farm Store

promotes Bio-diversity along with

naturally creates a strong base

connects farmers directly with end

highest standards of Food Safety.

for employment generation, skill

consumers. Eliminating middleman

Shrink food miles by effective

development etc.

promises higher returns to farmers

with the triple bottomline :

implementation of farm to plate

and provides healthy farm fresh

concept by making people live in

• Provide Systematic Platform

organic food forests

to create Leaders through Micro

NEWSLETTER

organic produces to urban dwellers.
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THE RURBAN WAY OF LIFE
GIVING IS A FORM OF RECEIVING AT ORGANO

T

he word rurban (rural+urban)

responsibility is shared. That’s

refers to a geographic

the beauty of it. While the villas

territory or a landscape which

belong to the individuals where

possesses the economic

the space is private and personal,

characteristics and lifestyles of

the rest of the property belongs to

the simplest solution must be the

an Urban area while retaining its

the community as a whole.

right one. In Architectural terms,

essential Rural area features.

“

Occam’s razor dictates that

this would mean that we eliminate
Nobody is ever lonely even if they

unnecessary ‘Conveniences’ and

Simply put – Rurban denotes

are alone at times. Life is full of

reallocate resources towards a

best of both the worlds. The

natural wonders.

quality product that meets the End-

advantages of urban life

User’s requirements; To understand

combined with the goodness

Naandians believe that

that ‘Excess’ is not necessarily an

of rural living. The benefits of

emancipation lies in reversing this

asset. We, at Organo, believe that

technological advancements

cycle of ‘taking’ to ‘giving back’

being frugal is the first step towards

and the virtues of belonging to a

to create a balance. ‘Naandi’ is a

responsible living. In other words,

community. Goodbye isolation.

beginning to achieve this balance.

attainment of sustainable living is

Welcome collective living.

The Organo paradigm of building

not possible without being frugal at

communities is also sustainable

every step of our operations

as it moves from a consumer

community. Everything, just

mindset to a producer’s.

“

Organo’s essence lies in its
about every asset and every

NEWSLETTER
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COLLECTIVE FARMING
EVERY NAANDIAN IS A FARMER!

“ Farming is at the

core of everything
we do

“

T

hey are professionals by the

Thriving on the concept of ‘farm-

bio-conservation zone of

weekday and community

to-table’, Organo offers its residents

Hyderabad, it is for those who

farmers by the weekend. They grow

the best of both worlds – an

respect nature’s ways and want to

their own vegetables and fruits,

urban lifestyle entrenched with

lead a life of self-reliance through a

breed their own chicken and raise

the finer nuances of a rural life.

completely sustainable organic way

their own cattle for fresh milk. Apart

The community uses the best of

of living.

from this, they engage in nature’s

technology and nature for effective

bounty with serene pockets of mini

and productive organic farming.

forests, landscaping and water

It has been designed as a holistic
farm, where community farming,

bodies that are habitats for birds,

Organo is an alternative urban, self-

personal farming, nursery, animal

animals, insects and aqua life.

sustainable and healthy lifestyle,

husbandry, forest plantation,

which respects nature and its

medicinal plantation, aqua farming,

A new-age urban community driven

resources without compromising on

api culture, are a way of life.

passionately by the ethos of agro-

their comforts and conveniences.

culture and sustainable organic

In other words, it is a community

Apart from a 6.5-acres

farming, Organo has developed

where residents live a life connected

community farm dedicated to

India’s Largest collective Organic

to the nature. Spread across

various fruits and vegetables, every

Farming Community.

36.5-acres in the lush green

resident has open spaces in their
own farm plot to indulge in their

NEWSLETTER
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choice of vegetables and fruits.

enhancing the health of our

power with a backup as the grid

Together, all these greatly

community and the soil.

power have been established.

sustainable and healthy lifestyle.

Knowledge systems

Water security

A lot of research and detailing has

We have all gone through those

Water is a commodity that

gone into the design of the project

phases when we wanted to become

is a regional resource. Water

to ensure that it is viable and

farmers or meddle with our home

management techniques like Rain

appropriate for the residents in

technologies to just run appliances

Water Conservation have worked

every which way.

with solar power. But, the

efficiently at Organo.

benefit the residents in leading a

maintenance, upkeep, the research
It’s all about Pooling!

time required for being able to do it

Labour management

It is a farmer’s community

is not our everyday luxury. Organo

Indulgences like farm living need a

that shares farming related

solves this with expert care for

workforce to maintain continuity

infrastructure while enjoying the

every indulgence to become self-

in farming. With a structured

fruits of collective living. The profits

sustainable.

workforce that has an organized pay

of the farms are divided among its

structure, Organo manages to have

members. Collective farming has

Renewable power

been successful where it is adopted

To be net zero for energy needs is

as a choice in several countries.

a far off aspiration even for major

Security

At Organo, we explore innovative

corporations as the sheer scale

No amount of high-tech security

organic farming methods by

involved to be able to do that makes

measures can render the same

employing farming experts, to

it impractical. This has been solved

peace of mind that a group of

maximize the efficiency and

with more than 70 families coming

families living together can provide.

effectiveness, in addition to

together - a micro grid, sharing

A sense of belonging, at Organo,

a work force that is reliable.

provides reassurance to all.

NEWSLETTER
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RICE INITIATIVE FOR A RURBAN COMMUNITY

F

ood is one of the Saptha Patha on which Naandi has

the crop is inundated with one inch of water. SRI technique

been designed. What this means is that Naandians must

also requires less input compared to conventional

have access to witnessed and healthy food. Although we
are producing a variety of fruits and vegetables within our
community, we still are dependent on non-organic sources

cultivation.

WHAT CAN WE DO TO CLOSE THIS GAP?

for many of our essential groceries like rice, pulses, etc.
We could potentially lease land close to our community
OFM would like to take up Rice Initiative so we can

and produce our own SRI rice using organic cultivation.

produce our own organic & witnessed rice. This rice

OFM can facilitate the process of leasing the land and

would be produced using SRI method which means water

cultivating the crop. It would, in our estimate, turn out

consumption for production would be reduced by half.

to be cheaper than other organic rice sources. Since we
would produce our own food, we can be sure that it is not

WHAT IS SRI METHOD?

loaded with chemicals. It would be witnessed and organic.
Our collective decision to take up this initiative would also

System of Rice Intensification (SRI) is a method of

reduce stress on the groundwater table.

producing rice that was first tested in the 1980s in
Madagascar and is gaining popularity throughout the world

MOVING FORWARD

because of lower use of water per acre of land and higher
yield. Conventional rice production methods assume that

Going forward, OFM will share details on approximate

rice is an aquatic plant and hence inundates the rice crop

cost per kg of rice-based on land, labor and input costs.

up in 4 inches of water. This leads to a lot of water use. In

Of course, this would only work if all Naandians come

reality, rice can be called as a semi-aquatic plant.

together and agree to this idea. Collectively, we can

Although it requires a lot of water, the requirement is

produce our own organic rice while keeping costs lower

not as much as conventional cultivation uses. In the SRI

than the market. OFM would send out a survey to get

technique, seeds are planted far apart and the ground is

feedback on how many Naandians are willing to be part of

kept moist during the vegetative phase of the crop. Later,

this initiative and what their rice requirements are.

“Organo Facility
“

RAKESH KOTI

Management can facilitate
the process of leasing the
land and cultivating
the crop

Head of sustainability

NEWSLETTER
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WISH YOU ALL A VERY HAPPY DIWALI!
young children, strays and pets

Lights is around the corner.

not to mention the environment

Let’s celebrate Diwali with

pollution caused by smoke &

environment friendly crackers.

fumes. Diwali is a festival of lights
and there are several alternate

Diwali is a festival of celebration,

ways to celebrate the festival.

love and extravagance and the
thought of celebrating Diwali

Presenting to you an article in

without crackers is one that is

India’s leading publication, The

hard to imagine.

Economic times. Let’s support

“

About 530 emissions testing
certificates have been issued
to fireworks manufactures for
new and improved formulations
meeting the stipulated
guidelines of green crackers.

“

T

he much awaited Festival of

Government’s initiative and make
However loud crackers cause a

this beautiful festival a safe and

lot of distress for elderly people,

healthy one.

https://m.economictimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/ahead-of-diwali-govt-launches-eco-friendly-crackers-to-fight-airpollution/articleshow/71459838.cms
NEWSLETTER
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CONTACT US

AZIZ NAGAR

ORGANO NAANDI
Contact: +91-810-675-6010, +91 7993355227

Location: #148 & 149,

Email: pavan.parimi@organo.co.in

Aziz Nagar Panchayat,

Website: www.http://organo.co.in ,

Through Yenkapalli Village, Moinabad, RR District,

www.facebook.com/Organo

Hyderabad – 500075.

Co-creating eco-habitats that celebrate THE living

